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With great genetic diversity and ideal growing conditions, Ethiopia is considered by many to produce some of the 
finest coffees in the world. The birthplace of coffee, this country cultivates varieties from a gene pool that dates back 
more than a millennium. It is no wonder that such richly complex and beautiful coffees can be found coming from 
Ethiopia.

Ethiopia is the only country where Arabica coffee (the species we drink) grows wild. It is from the coffee forests of 
Southwest Ethiopia that call Arabica genetics are born. The remarkable genetic diversity in this country means the 
plants are well adapted to their surroundings, to the point that chemical inputs (fertilizers), pesticides, herbicides and 
fungicides are employed on a much smaller scale when compared to the rest of the coffee producing world. The 
majority of coffee produced in Ethiopia is organic in the truest sense of the word (whether certified as such or not). 
While varieties do change from region to region within Ethiopia, you will often see "landraces" or "heirloom" listed as the 
variety. This does not denote a homogenous genetic pool covering all of Ethiopia. In fact, quite the opposite. The 
diversity is incredible and still very much being studied and explored.

Why this coffee is being presented as an Education Lot:

As mentioned above, coffee is native to the Southwestern highlands of Ethiopia. This lot comes from the Kaffa region 
of Ethiopia, quite literally the region that Arabica coffee was born. The word Kaffa comes from the Arabic qahwah 
meaning "a drink from berries,” a word also used for wine. In Amharic, the language of Ethiopia, coffee is Bun or Buna, 
so the colloquial term coffee bean could very well come from Kaffa Bun. As such, coffee from Kaffa presents an 
interesting microcosm of the history of coffee. It is at once distinctly Ethiopian and yet etymologically Arabian - an 
important fact seeing as it was through the Muslim world that coffee as we know it - a roasted and ground decoction - 
began its spread throughout the world. It is for these reasons that we are choosing to present this lot as a historically 
relevant Education Lot.

Delicate citrus on the nose leads into a cup that has a juicy stone fruit character under-
pinned by a satisfying caramelized sugar base.IN THE CUP

This lot comes from the Kaffa region of Ethiopia, quite literally the region that Arabica coffee 
was born. The word Kaffa comes from the Arabic qahwah meaning "a drink from berries,” a 
word also used for wine. As such, coffee from Kaffa presents an interesting microcosm of 
the history of coffee. It is at once distinctly Ethiopian and yet etymologically Arabian - an 
important fact seeing as it was through the Muslim world that coffee as we know it - a 
roasted and ground decoction - began its spread throughout the world.
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